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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the March edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you informed
about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Manage All File Formats with Librex
In addition to offering capture tools for any content source
(paper scanning, electronic documents importation by web
service, by automatic importation folder, by virtual printer,
by Drag & Drop, email capture and fax transfer), Librex
also enables you to capture files in any format.
Whether it's an image document (JPG, TIF, GIF...), an
Office document (DOCX, XLSX, PPTX), a PDF, a video, an
audio recording, an AutoCAD or Catia plan or any other
file format unknown to Librex, you'll be able to import and
process it.
Not all documents can be viewed directly in Librex (only
text, image, Office and PDF for now), but for unknown
formats, you'll be able to open them with the locally
installed application from a single mouse click.
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And in any case, you'll be able to link metadata to those
documents to enable searches, automatic classification
and workflows on them.

Black Percentage Automatism
Here are some suggestions on how you could use our
black percentage extraction automatism:
 Identify which checkbox is checked on a ballot paper
 Automatically correct a multiple choice exam
 Extract selected options from a customer form
 Recognize a document by searching if an image is
present or not in a zone
 Determine the presence or absence of text in a zone to
find the first and last page of a document
 Check if a document was signed

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com
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